Garland
Design by Tord Boontje

A delicate metal strand of flowers is wrapped around a light bulb to create an organic shade. You can link several Garlands together to create larger chandeliers.

I designed the Garland originally as the Wednesday Light in 2000. This light illustrates my thinking at the time, which was to create romantic and pretty objects that are completely contemporary at the same time.

Garland is included in the permanent collection of MoMA New York and the Victoria and Albert Museum London.

Product code TBSGLD

Finishes/Colour silver or gold
Material 0.3 mm etched stainless steel

Length of Garland when cut out 160cm
Dimensions when hung approx dia 25 × H30cm
Garland Weight 0.5 Kg

Flatpacked
Packaging dimensions L58 × W41 × H0.5 cm

Bulb and light fitting not included
Bulb recommendation For energy efficiency and durability use LED light bulbs Other light bulbs 60 watts or equivalent max

Installation instructions

• Make sure the power supply to the light is switched off and remove the light bulb.
• Hold the protective ring against the light fitting and replace the light bulb, securing the ring in place. This ring will prevent metal parts from the Garland making contact with the electrics.
• Cut the border of the sheet carefully with scissors.
• Then cut the 10 connections down the centre of the sheet.
• Use the clasp at one end of the Garland and attach this to the cord above the lampholder.
• To form the shape, twist the Garland around the light bulb making use of the hooks to attach it to itself. It is like making a flower arrangement.
• Ensure no metal parts go inside the lampholder.

A fuller effect can be created by using more Garlands and light bulbs.

Care instructions

Wipe with a damp cloth or dust with a feather duster or soft brush

Please be careful
• Some edges may be sharp
• Consider where the Garland is installed as hair and clothes may catch
• Follow installation instructions carefully
• Use the protective ring provided

Happy Garland!
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